The precarious future of coral reefs throughout the world's tropical oceans has generated unprecedented interest in the use of marine protected areas (MPAs) to conserve these unique habitats [1, 2] . Occasionally it is possible to conserve an entire ecosystem, as has recently been proposed for the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands, but more commonly a number of smaller areas are designated for varying levels of protection. But which areas should be designated for MPAs, and where should fishing or other extractive activities be allowed? Satisfying answers to this question has flummoxed marine ecologists because it depends critically upon some knowledge of dispersal distances (connectivity) in populations of reef organisms ( Figure 1 ). As they report in this issue of Current Biology, Galindo, Olson and Palumbi [3] used an oceanographic model to generate a larval connectivity matrix among almost 100 reef sites in the Caribbean region. The matrix was then used to estimate gene flow among the locations in a simple genetic model that incorporated life history characteristics of reef-building coral. Model predictions matched well with empirical data on genetic variation in Caribbean corals, suggesting that the ocean circulation model provides a reasonable facsimile of realized larval dispersal.
Biodiversity in the ocean realm, as in terrestrial environs, is generated and maintained by barriers to dispersal. But while it is intuitively obvious that mountain ranges act to constrict animal movements on land, physical barriers in the ocean are much more difficult for humans to discern. A further complication arises because dispersal of most coral reef fish and invertebrates occurs primarily during a relatively short pelagic larval phase. Once pelagic, larvae are subject to diffusion, turbulence and advection in oceanic water masses that can potentially lead to dispersal of hundreds of kilometers [4] . But it has proved extremely difficult to either measure the frequency with which long distance movements during the larval phase occur, or alternatively to identify dispersal barriers that may act to isolate populations over ecological or evolutionary time. Data on ecological connectivity is critical, however, for spatial management of fisheries and the control of invasive species, while gene flow over evolutionary time scales will determine genetic structure and patterns of biodiversity in marine ecosystems.
Marine invertebrate and fish larvae are notoriously difficult to track in the field because they are invariably tiny and are quickly diluted in vast volumes of water [5] . Instead, Galindo et al. [3] tackled the problem by following particles -'virtual larvae' -in Caribbean Sea currents derived from the Miami Isopycnal Coordinate Ocean Model (MICOM). Particles were deemed to have successfully recruited to adult populations if they were within 25 kilometers of a reef location at the end of 14 days. These data allowed the authors to construct a connectivity matrix (P ij ) representing the probability of a particle released at location i arriving at point j. The result is a matrix that provides an impressively detailed representation of larval self-recruitment and dispersal that would be practically impossible to generate empirically using either tagging or genetic methods [6] .
Ocean circulation models have been used to generate connectivity matrices before, notably in the Caribbean Basin [7, 8] and on Australia's Great Barrier Reef [9, 10] . For instance, in a recent paper Cowen and coworkers [8] also used the MICOM to generate connectivity matrices for reef fish larvae from over 200 reef locations throughout the Caribbean region. However, while modeling approaches have become increasingly sophisticated by incorporating components of larval behavior, none has been tested with empirical data on larval dispersal. This, in turn, makes it difficult to judge the veracity of the model results. Galindo et al. [3] were aware that data on population structure in corals were available from a number of locations within the Caribbean Basin. They reasoned that a coupled geneticoceanographic model would provide results that could be compared with empirical data on genetic variation determined by traditional molecular approaches. By focusing on coral larvae that could be treated as passive particles, with a short pelagic duration, the authors increased the likelihood that model output would match realized dispersal indicated by the population genetics data.
The results Galindo et al. [3] obtained from the coupled oceanographic-genetic model are in broad agreement with two recent studies [11, 12] of genetic variation in staghorn and elkhorn corals (Acropora cervicornis and A. palmata) from the Caribbean region. For instance, both model and empirical results point to a significant barrier to larval dispersal between the east and west Caribbean in the vicinity of Puerto Rico. Further evidence for the presence of an east-west divide in the Caribbean Sea has recently come from geographic patterns of genetic variation in some reef fish populations [13, 14] and biophysical modeling of larval reef fish dispersal [8] . Genetic isolation of reefs in the Bahamas from the rest of the Caribbean was also apparent in the model output and from genetic analyses of staghorn corals [12] . Taken together, these results suggest that the coupled oceanographicgenetic model did indeed provide a first order approximation of population structure in corals from the Caribbean region.
There are some important caveats that should be kept in mind when interpreting connectivity matrices generated by coupled oceanographic-genetic or biophysical models. For instance, the models do not capture fine scale oceanographic phenomena, including zones of convergence caused by internal bores and topographically controlled fronts, that are likely to have a significant impact on dispersal [15] . Most ocean circulation models are also not yet adept at handling currents in shallow waters, particularly when bathymetry is changing rapidly over short spatial scales (at reef drop-offs, for instance). The importance of accounting for these fine-scale currents was vividly demonstrated by Oliver et al. [16] who found no correlation between the virtual distribution of particles produced by an oceanographic model and coral larvae measured in situ following a mass spawning event on the Great Barrier Reef. Finally, the importance of larval behavior remains poorly understood, although some progress is being made with coupled biophysical models [8] . Buoyancy changes with ontogeny imply, however, that even coral larvae are unlikely to act as passive particles when dispersing from spawning locations [17] .
Reef managers require a new toolbox to make effective use of MPAs and other spatial management approaches [18] . The toolbox will undoubtedly include the use of ocean circulation models to examine larval connectivity among populations of reef organisms. Galindo et al. [3] provide a novel approach for testing these models with empirical data on larval dispersal estimated from population genetics studies of Caribbean corals. The method is likely to be particularly useful because numerous published studies on genetic variation of coral reef fish and invertebrates using molecular techniques provide a source of empirical data with which to test the models. These efforts will enhance the science behind MPAs, leading to better use of the limited resources available for reef conservation in many countries and helping to ensure that user groups have reasonable expectations of the likely benefits from the closures [19] . Community support is critical because ultimately political support and stakeholder acceptance of these new management approaches will be necessary, although likely not sufficient, if we are to reverse the global decline of coral reef ecosystems.
A new study of memory traces in an invertebrate challenges convention in two ways: first, by demonstrating a persistent change in synaptic strength that is maintained remotely, via the passive spread of somatic depolarization; and second, by localizing a critical memory trace to neurons located outside the behavioral circuit affected by learning.
William Frost
We are to a large extent a product of our memories, so there is much to gain by deciphering how experiences are stored in the brain. One approach is to train animals and then search their nervous systems for the underlying memory traces -the persistent nervous system alterations encoding the behavioral change in question [1] . A study reported recently in Current Biology by Kemenes et al. [2] uses this approach to challenge two conventional views of memory traces.
The memory trace in question encodes appetitive classical conditioning of feeding in the freshwater pond snail Lymnaea stagnalis. In a single-trial training protocol, animals received either a paired or unpaired presentation of an initially neutral amyl acetate flavor, the conditioned stimulus (CS), and feeding-eliciting sucrose, the unconditioned stimulus (US). Those receiving the paired CS-US presentation later generated a feeding response to the amyl acetate alone, demonstrating that they had learned the association. The memory for this single-trial learning lasted two weeks after training, an impressive accomplishment for a pond snail. Comparing brains from paired and unpaired animals showed that associative training produced a 10 mV depolarization in the cerebral giant cell, a bilaterally paired single serotonergic neuron located outside the feeding network that modulates its responsiveness to food stimuli. This depolarization developed one day after training and persisted for the duration of the behavioral learning.
While memories have long been known to be encoded by stable alterations in synaptic strength [3] [4] [5] , there is a growing realization that changes in neuronal excitability are also important [6] [7] [8] . Persistent depolarization, such as that exhibited by the cerebral giant cell neurons, would conventionally be expected to be associated with alterations in spontaneous firing rate, firing threshold or firing responses to synaptic inputs. However, Kemenes et al. [2] observed none of these effects on cerebral giant cell firing. The two neurons merely sat, quietly depolarized, outside the feeding network, giving little evidence that they might be playing a key role in storing the memory for this learning paradigm. Many of us would have moved on at this point, to search within the feeding circuit proper for a more promising memory trace.
Fortunately, Kemenes et al.
[2] pressed on to evaluate the possible impact of this persistent shift in cerebral giant cell resting potential. By injecting constant intracellular current into cerebral giant cells in naïve preparations, the authors depolarized the cells by the same amount as occurred during learning. At the same time, they also used controlled, brief current pulses to force the spontaneous firing rate of the cerebral giant cells to remain unchanged. Surprisingly, with no change in cerebral giant cell spontaneous rate or firing response to CS administration, these naïve preparations nonetheless appeared as though they had been trained, generating feeding motor programs when amyl acetate was presented to the animal's lips! Further experiments suggested that this occurred via an increased CS recruitment of cerebral-buccal interneurons that drive the feeding central pattern generator.
How could a simple depolarization in the cerebral giant cell neurons, occurring with no
